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Summary

The excitatory and inhibitory inputs to directionally
selective (DS) ganglion cells are themselves direc-
tionally selective. Directionality is achieved because
excitation is reduced during null-direction movement
along a GABAergic pathway. Inhibition is reduced
during preferred-direction movement along a path-
way that includes cholinergic synapses. Both excita-
tion and inhibition are made directional by laterally
offset inhibitory signals similar to the spatial offset of
the direct inhibitory input to the DS cell dendrites.
Thus, spatially offset lateral inhibition generates di-
rectionality at three different levels in the DS circuitry.
We also found that for stimuli falling within the den-
dritic field, cholinergic input is delivered to the OFF
but not the ON dendrites. Cholinergic pathways from
outside the dendritic field reach both ON and OFF
dendrites, but both of these pathways are normally
inactivated by GABAergic synapses.

Introduction

Directionally selective (DS) ganglion cells in the retina
perform a computation that has intrigued neuroscien-
tists for over four decades (for a review, see Taylor and
Vaney, 2003). DS cells respond with robust spiking to
movement in their “preferred” direction, but with little or
no spiking to movement in the opposite “null” direction
(Figure 1, top row). Barlow and colleagues (Barlow and
Hill, 1963; Barlow and Levick, 1965) first characterized
these cells and proposed a scheme in which a spatially
offset inhibitory signal vetoes the excitatory signal for
movement in the null direction. In their scheme, a lateral
interneuron carries an inhibitory signal in the null but
not the preferred direction, while the excitatory signal
acts locally. Therefore, inhibition arrives prior to, and
can interact with, excitation for movement in the null
direction, but inhibition lags behind excitation for move-
ment in the preferred direction. Subsequent studies
(Caldwell et al., 1978; Wyatt and Daw, 1976) showed
that directional selectivity is lost in the presence of an-
tagonists of the inhibitory transmitter γ-aminobutyric
acid (GABA), supporting the idea that inhibitory signals
play a key role in the computation of directional selec-
tivity. However, neither the sites of interaction nor the
*Correspondence: werblin@berkeley.edu
synaptic pathways carrying the inhibitory signals had
been identified.

More recently, a series of dual patch-clamp record-
ings identified the starburst amacrine cell as a source
of inhibitory synaptic input to DS cells (Fried et al.,
2002). Starburst cells are radially symmetric cells with
processes projecting laterally in all directions from a
centrally located cell body. They release both the inhibi-
tory transmitter GABA as well as the excitatory trans-
mitter acetylcholine (Brecha et al., 1988; O’Malley et al.,
1992). The dual patch experiments showed that a DS
cell receives inhibitory input only from the subset of
starburst processes that point in the DS cell’s null di-
rection. This arrangement establishes the neural iden-
tity and pathway for the spatially offset inhibitory signal
of the Barlow and Levick scheme.

However, additional mechanisms underlie the direc-
tionally selective responses. Both the excitatory and in-
hibitory input currents to the DS cell are themselves
directionally selective (Figure 1): excitatory input is
larger during preferred movement (Borg-Graham, 2001;
Fried et al., 2002; Taylor and Vaney, 2002), and inhibi-
tory input is larger during null movement (Fried et al.,
2002; Taylor and Vaney, 2002). This suggests that a DS
computation is initially performed at a site presynaptic
to the dendrites of the DS cell.

How do the inputs to DS cells become directional?
We showed that the excitatory input to DS cells is
larger for preferred-direction movement, because it is
suppressed during null-direction movement (Fried et
al., 2002). This reduction of excitatory inputs to the DS
cell presumably reflects a reduction of transmitter re-
lease from presynaptic excitatory neurons. It likely
arises from inhibitory activity impinging directly on the
presynaptic cells, but only in the null direction. The spa-
tial arrangement of this presynaptic suppressive signal
is therefore similar to that of the direct (postsynaptic)
inhibitory input to DS cells.

The mechanism by which the inhibitory inputs be-
come directional is not known. Euler et al. (2002)
showed that the distal regions of starburst cell pro-
cesses exhibit a stronger calcium signal when a stimu-
lus moves in the direction from their cell body to their
distal processes. This finding, coupled with the specific
connectivity between starburst processes and DS cells,
in which only processes pointing in the null direction
inhibit a DS cell (Fried et al., 2002), could be the basis
for stronger inhibitory input to DS cells during null
movement. What underlies the directional preference of
the starburst cell processes? Some studies suggest
that it arises from intrinsic biophysical properties within
the starburst cell (Barlow, 1996; Tukker et al., 2004),
while others propose that it arises from specific ar-
rangements of excitatory and/or inhibitory inputs
(Borg-Graham and Grzywacz, 1992) or from a gradient
of the chloride reversal potential along the starburst
process (Gavrikov et al., 2003). Application of the
GABAA antagonist SR-95531 did not abolish the direc-
tionality of the calcium signal (Euler et al., 2002), indi-
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acating that the asymmetry is not shaped by a GABAA

pathway. i
mDS cells respond to both positive (ON) and negative

(OFF) contrast stimuli (Figure 1). Consistent with their r
aphysiology, their dendritic trees are bistratified with

processes in both the ON and OFF sublamina of the p
oinner plexiform layer (Amthor et al., 1984; Oyster et al.,

1993). In the presence of the metabotropic glutamate t
dagonist L-AP4, which blocks the activity of the ON sys-

tem, the OFF responses in the DS cell remain direc- b
Stional (Kittila and Massey, 1995), suggesting that the

DS computation is performed independently in the OFF m
esystem, and it is likely that the ON system also operates

independently. It is not known, however, whether the m
(underlying mechanisms and circuitry in the ON and

OFF systems are similar. t
The excitatory input to DS cells is thought to be me-

diated by at least two neurotransmitters, glutamate and p
pacetylcholine, because in the presence of curare, a

blocker of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, spiking re- s
psponses for both ON and OFF were reduced by about

half (Kittila and Massey, 1997). In the retina, acetylcho- q
nline is released only by starburst cells (Famiglietti, 1983;

Tauchi and Masland, 1984; Vaney, 1984), which have t
slarge dendritic trees and would therefore be expected

to expand the receptive field of DS cells beyond the w
iextent of the DS dendrites. However, the measured re-

ceptive fields of both excitatory input and spiking in the o
(DS cell match the extent of the DS dendritic trees (Fried

et al., 2002; Taylor and Vaney, 2002; Yang and Masland, e
t1992; Yang and Masland, 1994). The lack of a broader

receptive field suggests that the cholinergic input from c
sstarburst cells to DS cells is itself modulated by some

unknown mechanism. t
eIn this paper, we show that the inhibitory input, like

the excitatory input, is made directional at least in part t
tthrough a spatially offset inhibitory signal. This signal

acts only in the preferred direction to suppress the in- m
h
p
m
e
p
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tFigure 1. Directional Selectivity of the Spiking Output of DS Cells

and of Their Excitatory and Inhibitory Input Currents
a

Spiking output and inhibitory and excitatory input currents to a DS
Ocell in response to the leading and trailing edges of a white bar on
ta gray background moving at 300 �m/s in the preferred (left panel)

or null (right panel) directions. Spiking is robust for preferred-direc-
tion movement, but minimal for null movement. The magnitude of R
excitatory currents is greater for preferred movement; but inhibitory
current magnitudes are greater for null movement. The leading

Eedge (LE) of a light bar activates the ON system; the trailing edge
M(TE) activates the OFF system. The times during which the leading
Pedge of the moving bar was over the ON dendrites (and trailing

edge over the OFF dendrites) is indicated by the width of the gray P
vertical rectangles in this and subsequent figures. a

t

ibitory input to DS cells. Inhibitory signals, laterally
rojected to act at a distance, are therefore a common
otif in the DS circuit, underlying the suppression of

xcitatory inputs and the suppression of inhibitory in-
uts as well as the direct inhibitory input currents to DS
ells. We also show that the inhibitory inputs to DS cells

ose their directional properties in the presence of cu-
are. This suggests that the excitatory neurotransmitter
cetylcholine shapes the responses of DS cells not only
y its direct excitatory activity, but also by modulating
he inhibitory input. We found that many excitatory ace-
ylcholine pathways are held inactive by a GABA-medi-
ted tonic inhibition. We also found that the ON and
FF systems utilize different strategies for the compu-

ation of directional selectivity.

esults

xcitatory Input Is Reduced during Null-Direction
ovement; Inhibitory Input Is Reduced during
referred-Direction Movement
revious experiments have shown that the peak excit-
tory and inhibitory input currents to DS cells are direc-
ionally selective (Borg-Graham, 2001; Fried et al.,
002; Taylor and Vaney, 2002): the excitatory currents
re larger for preferred-direction movement, while the

nhibitory currents are larger for null-direction move-
ent (Figure 1). Because the input currents to a DS cell

epresent a measure of transmitter release from presyn-
ptic neurons, these findings suggest that the DS com-
utation begins at a site presynaptic to the dendrites
f DS cells. The input currents could become direc-
ional in two ways: the excitatory currents could be re-
uced for movement in the null direction, or they could
e enhanced for movement in the preferred direction.
imilarly, the inhibitory currents could be reduced for
ovement in the preferred direction, or they could be

nhanced for movement in the null direction. Measure-
ents of the synaptic currents elicited by a moving bar

Figure 1) do not allow us to distinguish between these
wo possibilities.

To study the mechanism that shapes the synaptic in-
ut currents to the DS cell, we used a simulated-motion
aradigm (Figure 2). In this paradigm, two stationary
timulus bars (100 × 300 �m) were arranged along the
referred null axis of the DS cell and flashed in se-
uence to simulate movement in either the preferred or
ull direction. We centered the pair of stimulus bars in
he receptive field of the DS cell. Previous studies have
hown that the excitatory receptive field is coextensive
ith the dendritic field of the DS cell, i.e., excitatory

nput to a DS cell is generated when bars are flashed
ver the dendritic field of the DS cell, but not beyond

Fried et al., 2002; Figure 2A, see also Figure 6A for an
xample of how the receptive field is mapped). Inhibi-
ory input is elicited in response to flashes over a region
omparable in size to the excitatory receptive field, but
hifted to the null side of the DS cell (inhibitory recep-
ive field, Figure 2A; Fried et al., 2002). Because the
xcitatory and inhibitory receptive fields are not coex-
ensive, the stimulus bars were shifted to different posi-
ions during our excitatory and inhibitory measure-
ents. The two adjacent bars in the center of the
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Figure 2. Excitatory Inputs Are Reduced during Simulated Null-
Direction Movement; Inhibitory Inputs Are Reduced during Simu-
lated Preferred-Direction Movement

(A) Typical receptive field structure of a DS cell. The excitatory re-
ceptive field is coextensive with the cell’s dendritic field; the inhibi-
tory receptive field is offset to the right, the null side of the cell.
(B–E) Inhibitory synaptic inputs (B and C) and excitatory synaptic
inputs (D and E) in response to flashed white bars (100 × 300 �m)
on a gray background. Bars were presented either individually (B
and D) or in sequence to simulate preferred- or null-direction move-
ment (C and E). Center-to-center distance of each pair was 100
�m, temporal offset during simulated motion was 167 ms (timing
indicated by the black horizontal lines). The traces shown are the
average of six cells (inhibition) and ten cells (excitation). For each
cell, we averaged four responses and then normalized them to the
maximum magnitude of the larger of the two individual flashes
(=100%). The 16 cells all had slightly different sizes; we manually
mapped the excitatory or inhibitory receptive field for each cell in
order to center the pair of bars in the receptive field. The icons
shown illustrate the location of the stimulus bars relative to the
dendritic and receptive fields. The gray dotted traces in (C) and (E)
are the sum of the individual traces in (B) and (D), with the appropri-
ate timing offset. The black arrows in (C) and (E) point out the direc-
tional suppression during simulated movement.
excitatory receptive field elicited excitatory inputs with
similar magnitudes (Figure 2D). When the two bars were
presented in sequence, however, excitatory currents
were larger for simulated preferred-direction movement
than for simulated null-direction movement (Figure 2E,
solid black traces). Similarly, two adjacent bars cen-
tered in the inhibitory receptive field elicited inhibitory
inputs with similar magnitudes (Figure 2B). But when
the bars were presented in sequence, inhibitory cur-
rents were larger for simulated null-direction movement
than for simulated preferred-direction movement (Fig-
ure 2C, solid black traces). These results are consistent
with the directionality of the excitatory and inhibitory
currents elicited by a moving bar (Figure 1).

The simulated-motion paradigm allowed us to deter-
mine whether directionality was due to enhancement
or suppression. We compared the currents elicited by
simulated motion (solid black traces in Figures 2C and
2E) to the sum of the currents elicited individually by
the two bars (dotted gray traces in Figures 2C and 2E).
We found that the excitatory currents elicited by simu-
lated preferred-direction movement were not different
from the sum of the two individual flashes (Figure 2E,
left, simulated preferred movement: 112% ± 33%
[mean ± SD] of sum of individual flashes [comparing
peak values, see Experimental Procedures], n = 10
cells, p = 0.23, one-sample t test), while for simulated
null-direction movement, the excitatory response was
smaller than the sum of the individual flashes (Figure
2E, black arrow, simulated null movement: 43% ± 16%
of sum of individual flashes, n = 10 cells, p < 0.0001).
Thus, the excitatory currents are reduced during null-
direction movement and not enhanced during pre-
ferred-direction movement. In seven out of the ten
cells, the response to the second bar was reduced by
more than 90% (data not shown).

The analogous analysis for inhibitory currents showed
that the response to the second bar was reduced dur-
ing simulated preferred-direction movement (Figure 2C,
black arrow, simulated preferred movement: 56% ±
33% of sum of individual flashes, n = 6 cells, p = 0.016).
During simulated null-direction movement, the peak
magnitude of the response was the same as the sum
of the individual flashes (simulated null movement:
98% ± 19% of sum of individual flashes, n = 6 cells, p =
0.83), but the late phase of the response was smaller
than the sum of the individual flashes (see also below).
Thus, the inhibitory currents are reduced during pre-
ferred-direction movement and not enhanced during
null-direction movement.

Figure 2 shows responses to the onset of white bars
on a gray background (ON responses). We obtained
similar results for the offset of white bars or the onset
of black bars (OFF responses, data not shown).

Transmitter Release from Presynaptic Neurons
Is Suppressed by an Additional Interneuron
The results in Figure 2 indicate that the directionality
of both the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs is
achieved by a reduction of the currents during move-
ment in the direction in which the currents are smaller.
They suggest that transmitter release from presynaptic
neurons is reduced by these movements. Could an ad-
ditional inhibitory interneuron be responsible for this re-
duction?

To address this question, we modified the simulated-
motion paradigm by displacing the bars toward the
edges of the receptive fields, and we tested only the
direction in which the currents are suppressed (Figure
3). The first bar was positioned just outside the recep-
tive field, so that by itself it did not elicit a response
(Figures 3A and 3C, left traces); the second bar re-
mained inside the receptive field (Figures 3A and 3C,
right traces). Similar to the results in Figure 2, we found
that the first bar reduced the synaptic currents in the
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Figure 3. Directional Suppression of Input Currents during Simu- t
lated Movement Can Be Elicited from Outside the Receptive Field s
Inhibitory synaptic inputs (A and B) and excitatory synaptic inputs w
(C and D) in response to flashed bars (100 × 300 �m) on a gray u
background. See Figure 2 for details. Traces show averages of six

tinhibitory responses of a single cell to black bars (A and B) and of
cfour excitatory responses of a different cell to white bars (C and D).
pCenter-to-center distance between bars was 140 �m (A and B) or

200 �m (C and D). The icons show the actual extent of the dendritic s
and receptive field of the cell; bar “1” was presented outside of the f
receptive field. n
TDS cell that were elicited by the second bar for both
the excitatory currents (Figure 3D, n = 6 cells [ON], n = o

B2 cells [OFF], see Experimental Procedures for a de-
scription of the analysis) and the inhibitory currents P

g(Figure 3B, n = 7/8 cells [ON], n = 11 cells [OFF]). Since
the first bar by itself did not elicit a response in the DS e

1cell, it did not activate the same presynaptic cells that
excite (or inhibit) the DS cell in response to the flash 1

cof the second bar. Therefore, the reductions of input
currents to the DS cell are likely mediated by inhibitory a

rsignals from a separate class of interneurons that act
on presynaptic cells to reduce their release of transmit- t

ater. We will refer to this inhibitory effect as “suppres-
sion” to distinguish it from the inhibitory input currents s

sthat we can directly measure at the DS cell.
The suppressions of both the excitatory and inhibi- s

Dtory inputs are asymmetric: each is suppressed in a sin-
gle direction only (Figures 2C and 2E). This directional e

psuppression is therefore distinct from the classical
symmetrical center-surround inhibition of the outer ret- i

dina and must therefore be mediated by inner retinal
neurons, presumably amacrine cells. These amacrine 0

(cells would receive inputs at a site lateral to the DS
cell’s dendritic field and carry the suppressive signal m

itoward the DS cell to act at the release sites of the
neurons providing inputs to the DS cell. This spatial ar- v
angement ensures that the suppressive signals act
head of the moving stimulus to suppress either the
xcitatory inputs (during null-direction movement) or
he inhibitory inputs (during preferred-direction move-
ent).
We did not closely investigate the spatial extent over
hich the suppressive signals act. We noticed, how-
ver, that the suppressive effect declined when the
timulus bars were separated by more than 200–250
m. For example, the suppressive effect seen in Figure
D (200 �m separation) is smaller than the one in Figure
B (140 �m separation) or in Figure 2 (100 �m sepa-
ation).

he Inhibitory Input to DS Cells Appears to Have
wo Components; Only One Is Suppressed
uring Preferred-Direction Movement
hen we measured the suppression of inhibition during

imulated preferred-direction movement (Figure 3B),
e observed that the early phase of the inhibitory re-
ponse was strongly suppressed by the first stimulus
ar, while the later phase was not influenced (Figure
B, notice that there is no difference between the solid
lack line and the dotted gray line in the later phase of
he response). This suggests that the inhibitory input
o DS cells consists of two components: a fast-onset
ransient component (which is suppressible) and a
low-onset sustained component. On the other hand,
hen we simulated movement in the null direction (Fig-
re 2C, right), the transient component added (equal to
he sum of the individual flashes), while the sustained
omponent did not. It is possible that these two com-
onents of the inhibitory input are carried by separate
ets of presynaptic inhibitory interneurons. We did not
urther investigate the nature of these different compo-
ents.

he Excitatory Input to DS Cells Consists
f a Glutamate and an Acetylcholine Component;
oth Are Directionally Selective
revious work suggested that the DS cell receives both
lutamatergic input from bipolar cells and cholinergic
xcitatory input from starburst cells (Ariel and Daw,
982; Kittila and Massey, 1997; Masland and Ames,
976; Reed et al., 2002). We isolated the glutamatergic
omponent of the excitatory input by applying curare,
n antagonist at nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. Cu-
are reduced the excitatory input in response to the
railing edge of a moving bar (OFF response), but had
surprisingly small effect on the leading edge (ON) re-

ponse (Figure 4A; reduction: 6% ± 13% in the ON re-
ponses, 44% ± 15% in the OFF responses, n = 9.) This
uggests that the OFF but not the ON dendrites of the
S cell receive direct cholinergic excitatory input. The
xcitatory input that persists in the presence of curare,
resumably glutamatergic, remained directional, both

n response to movement of a bar (Figure 4A; n = 9,
irectional indices: DIControl = 0.38 ± 0.19, DICurare =
.39 ± 0.24, p = 0.94) as well as to simulated movement

Figure 4B, n = 4). This suggests that the isolated gluta-
ate input to DS cells, like the overall excitatory input,

s suppressed presynaptically by a circuit that is acti-
ated during null-direction movement. This suppressive
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Figure 4. Curare Reduces Excitatory OFF Responses, but the Re-
maining Excitatory Input Currents Are Still Directional

(A) Excitatory currents in a DS cell in response to a moving white
bar (300 �m/s) in control conditions (solid) and in the presence of
50 �M curare (dashed). The responses to the leading edge of the
bar are not significantly affected by curare; the trailing edge re-
sponses are reduced by nearly half. The curare-insensitive compo-
nent of the excitatory input, likely mediated by glutamate, remains
directionally selective.
(B) In the presence of 50 �M curare, simulated null-direction motion
suppressed the curare-insensitive excitatory input (presumably
glutamate-mediated) at both ON and OFF (indicated by the vertical
black arrows), similar to the effect seen in control conditions (see
Figures 2 and 3). Bar “1” was presented outside the excitatory re-
ceptive field on either side of the cell and threfore did not cause a
response by itself (data not shown).
signal would modulate release from bipolar cells, most
likely by acting at the bipolar cell terminals. Our results
also indicate that the synaptic circuits that suppress
the glutamate release during null-direction movement
remain active in the presence of curare, indicating that
they do not include nicotinic cholinergic synapses. This
is in contrast to the circuit that shapes the inhibitory
input (see below).

We estimated the time course and magnitude of the
cholinergic component of the excitatory input by sub-
tracting the currents recorded under curare from the
total (control) currents and found them to be also direc-
tional (n = 9, DIestimated ACh = 0.36 ± 0.16, p = 0.68, data
not shown). Thus it appears that the cholinergic and
glutamatergic components of the excitatory input are
each directionally selective.

The Inhibitory Input to DS Cells Is Made Directional
by Cholinergic Pathways
Curare had a surprising effect on the inhibitory input
currents that we measured in DS cells (Figure 5). Curare
reduced the directional selectivity of the inhibitory cur-
rents in response to both the leading and trailing edges
of our stimulus bar (Figure 5A, n = 5, DIControl = −0.20 ±
0.18, DICurare = 0.04 ± 0.07, p < 0.05). However, curare’s
effects on the inhibitory currents appeared to be dif-
ferent in the ON and OFF systems. The magnitudes of
Figure 5. Curare Reduces the Directionality of the Inhibitory Input
Currents to DS Cells

(A) Inhibitory currents in a DS cell in response to a white moving
bar in control conditions (solid) and in the presence of 50 �M curare
(dashed). Inhibition became nondirectional to both leading and
trailing edge responses, but by different mechanisms: in the ON
system, inhibition increased for preferred movement and de-
creased for null movement. In the OFF system, inhibition decreased
for both directions, but more so for null movement.
(B) Proposed pathway to explain curare’s effect on inhibition in the
ON system. Acetylcholine (ACh, released by starburst cells) is in-
volved in suppressing inhibition during preferred-direction move-
ment: a starburst cell (A) excites a sign inverting interneuron, which
then suppresses the inhibitory input to the DS cell during preferred-
direction movement. During null movement, on the other hand, the
DS cell is strongly inhibited at first (by cell B), but this inhibition is
suppressed when the stimulus reaches the starburst cell (A). Block-
ing ACh with curare will increase the inhibitory input to the DS cell
during preferred movement and make the inhibitory input more
sustained during null movement.
inhibitory trailing edge (OFF) responses to null and pre-
ferred motion became approximately equal because
the null-direction responses decreased more than the
preferred-direction responses. The magnitudes of in-
hibitory leading edge (ON) responses to preferred and
null motion also became approximately equal, but be-
cause inhibition decreased during null-direction move-
ment while it increased during preferred-direction
movement. The increase in ON inhibition for preferred-
direction movement in the presence of curare suggests
that acetylcholine normally acts to suppress inhibition.
This is surprising because acetylcholine normally acts
as an excitatory neurotransmitter. A synaptic pathway
consistent with this effect is depicted in Figure 5B. This
pathway is speculative: we infer the connections and
activity of presynaptic cells from the measurements of
synaptic input currents to the DS cell.

Most of the Direct Cholinergic Input to DS Cells
Is Suppressed by GABA
The curare measurements above reveal that the direct
cholinergic excitatory input is surprisingly sparse (Fig-
ure 4A). The starburst amacrine cell is the only retinal
cell that releases acetylcholine (Masland and Mills,
1979; Vaney et al., 1981). Starburst cells cofasciculate
and make synaptic contact with both the ON and OFF
arbors of DS cells (Famiglietti, 1991). The extent of the
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starburst cell dendritic fields is greater than that of DS p
fcells (Famiglietti, 1991) at any given retinal eccentricity.

Therefore, the cholinergic input from starburst cells e
mcould be expected to extend the excitatory receptive

field of a DS cell beyond its dendrites, similar to the f
way the inhibitory input from starburst cells extends the
inhibitory receptive field beyond the dendrites of the DS G

Gcell (Fried et al., 2002). But surprisingly, the measured
receptive fields of DS cells have been shown to be lim- I

cited to their dendritic extent (Fried et al., 2002; Taylor
and Vaney, 2002; Yang and Masland, 1992; Yang and e

uMasland, 1994). Why is there no lateral excitatory cho-
linergic input to the DS cells? 0

lFigures 6A and 6B show that in the presence of SR-
95531, a blocker of GABAA receptors, both the magni- i

4tude of excitatory input to DS cells and the spatial ex-
tent of their excitatory receptive field increased. The a

wreceptive field of the DS cell expanded by about the
radius of starburst processes (mean, 165 �m; range, 9

a50–300 �m; n = 12, one additional cell showed no ex-
pansion). The expansion was eliminated with curare, in- t

odicating that it was mediated by acetylcholine (n = 7).
This suggests that a cholinergic pathway from starburst t

wto DS cells exists, which has the potential to expand
the spatial extent of the excitatory receptive field of the
DS cell, but that this pathway is normally blocked by S

bGABA-mediated inhibition. We saw the unmasked cho-
linergic input in both the ON system (where we did not H

ffind any cholinergic input under control conditions) and
in the OFF system (where we did find cholinergic input, t

rbut where it was spatially restricted to the size of the
dendritic field of the DS cell). The unmasked cholinergic s

ssignal could act either directly upon the DS dendrites
or via cholinergic enhancement of the glutamatergic in- i
Figure 6. SR-95531 Reveals Additional Cho-
linergic Synaptic Pathways to DS Cells and
Abolishes Directional Selectivity of the Excit-
atory Input Currents

(A) Spatial profile of OFF excitatory inputs in
response to 100 × 300 �m flashed black bars
presented at consecutive spatial locations
along the preferred null axis in control condi-
tions (black), in the presence of 5 �M SR-
95531 (red), and with additional 50 �M cu-
rare (blue). The gray bar represents the ex-
tent of the OFF dendrites along the preferred
null axis of the cell. Individual traces show
the responses to the onset of a black bar
centered at the spatial location indicated by
the corresponding vertical line (average of
two responses each). The inset shows the
spatial profile of the excitatory receptive
field obtained by connecting the peaks of
the individual responses. The magnitudes
and spatial spread of the excitatory currents
increased in SR-95531, suggesting that SR-
95531 unblocks excitatory pathways from
spatial regions outside the dendritic field of
the DS cell. These currents returned to con-

trol levels with the addition of 50 �M curare (blue traces), suggesting that the spatial spread of excitatory activity seen in SR-95531 is
mediated by acetylcholine. Similar effects were found for the ON excitatory inputs (data not shown). In this cell, the receptive field shrank on
the preferred side after the addition of curare. We only observed this particular effect in two of seven cells, and only in the OFF responses.
(B) Excitatory currents in a different DS cell in response to a white bar moving at 600 �m/s. There is an earlier onset of excitation (compare
red and black arrows) in SR-95531 consistent with the expansion of the cell’s receptive field. The magnitude of excitation is increased as
well. The earlier onset disappears with the addition of curare. SR-95531 causes a loss of directional selectivity of the excitatory inputs. The
currents remain nondirectional after the addition of curare.
ut. Our findings are consistent with reports showing
acilitation for movement in both directions in the pres-
nce of GABA blockers (Chiao and Masland, 2002) and
ay explain extra-receptive field facilitation of pre-

erred-direction spiking responses (Amthor et al., 1996).

ABA Mediates Directional Selectivity for Both
lutamate and Acetylcholine Inputs

n the presence of SR-95531, the magnitude of the ex-
itatory inputs to the DS cell became approximately
qual for preferred- and null-direction movement, (Fig-
re 6B, DIControl = 0.32 ± 0.16, DISR = 0.08 ± 0.10, p <
.001, n = 7). The glutamatergic component alone, iso-

ated by adding curare, also lost its directional selectiv-
ty (Figure 6B, DISR+curare = 0.04 ± 0.05, p < 0.001, n =
). The cholinergic component of excitation, estimated
s the difference between the excitatory input currents
ith and without curare, was also nondirectional in SR-
5531 (data not shown). Since both the acetylcholine
nd glutamate excitatory input currents lost their direc-
ional selectivity in the presence of GABAA antagonists,
ur results suggest that the null-direction suppressions
hat shape these inputs are mediated by synaptic path-
ays that culminate at GABAA receptors.

tarburst Cell Potentials Are Not Affected
y GABA Antagonists
ow does GABA suppress the release of acetylcholine

rom starburst cells? It has been shown with radioac-
ive tracers that acetylcholine release from the whole
etina increases in the presence of GABAA blockers
uch as SR-95531, both in the dark and during light
timulation (Massey et al., 1997). Our measurement of

ncreased excitatory input in DS cells in the presence
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of SR-95531 (Figure 6) is consistent with this earlier
finding. SR-95531 acts by blocking a GABAA receptor-
mediated chloride conductance, and we therefore ex-
pected to see an electrical effect in starburst cells. But
surprisingly, recordings from starburst cells revealed
that SR-95531 had no measurable effect on either the
resting potential (n = 6, data not shown) or the magni-
tude of the excitatory input currents to starburst cells
(n = 4, data not shown). Similarly, the peak depolariza-
tion of the light response remained unchanged, al-
though there was a slower return to baseline (Figure 7,
n = 5). In SR-95531, there was a reduction in a steady
inhibitory current in the starburst cell (n = 4, data not
shown), but that current appears to contribute little to
the voltage level of the cell as measured in the cell
body, probably because the driving force for chloride
currents is minimal at the resting potential. Taken to-
gether, these results indicate that the increased release
of acetylcholine in the presence of SR-95531 is not re-
flected as an electrical event measured at the starburst
cell body. Therefore, it is likely that suppression of cho-
linergic release acts locally, at or near the release sites,
shown in previous studies to be confined to the distal
portions of the starburst processes (Famiglietti, 1991).
This isolation between release sites and the soma may
allow individual starburst processes pointing in dif-
ferent directions to act independently to subserve dif-
ferent directions of motion (Euler and Denk, 2001; Euler
et al., 2002; Ozaita et al., 2004; Tukker et al., 2004; Va-
ney, 1990).

Discussion

Our goal in this study was to explore the retinal circuitry
that underlies the formation of directional selectivity of
the input currents to DS cells. We found that different
spatially offset lateral inhibitory signals act presynap-
ticly to the DS cell in opposite directions: one sup-
presses the excitatory input currents during null-direc-
tion movement, the other suppresses the inhibitory
input currents during preferred-direction movement.
These pathways express a laterally offset suppression
that is similar to the laterally offset postsynaptic inhibi-
Figure 7. Effect of SR-95531 on the Responses of Starburst Cells

Voltage responses of a starburst cell in response to a white (w) and
black (b) 600 �m flashed square in control conditions (black) and
in the presence of 5 �M SR-95531 (gray). SR-95531 did not depo-
larize starburst cells; it only caused changes in the kinetics of the
light responses. The massive cholinergic input to DS cells in SR-
95531 shown in Figure 6 is not accompanied by any significant
electrical event measurable in starburst cell somas.
tory signal arriving directly at the DS cell, which we pre-
viously showed to be carried by starburst amacrine
cells (Fried et al., 2002). We identified specific compo-
nents of these pathways by pharmacological blockade
of GABA and acetylcholine receptors.

Summary of Direct Excitatory and Inhibitory
Inputs to DS Cells
Figure 8A summarizes the direct excitatory and inhibi-
tory pathways that terminate at the dendrites of the DS
cell. Both the ON and OFF systems receive GABAergic
inhibitory input (red arrows in Figure 8) (Caldwell et al.,
1978; Fried et al., 2002; Wyatt and Daw, 1976) from re-
gions both over the dendrites and extending lateral to
the dendrites on the null side of the DS cell. This input
arises, at least in part, from starburst processes (Fried
et al., 2002). Excitatory glutamatergic input (black ar-
rows in Figure 8) is confined to a region over the den-
drites of the DS cell for both the ON and OFF systems
and most likely represents direct bipolar cell input. Di-
rect excitatory cholinergic input (solid blue arrows in
Figure 8A) is also confined to a region over the den-
drites, but exists only for the OFF system (see Figure
4A). Synaptic pathways for excitatory cholinergic input
from outside the DS dendritic field exist for both the
ON and OFF systems, on both the preferred and null
sides (dashed blue arrows in Figure 8A). For the moving
bar stimuli used in our experiments, these cholinergic
input pathways were silent in control conditions and
Figure 8. Schematic of the Excitatory, Inhibitory, and Suppressive
Pathways Mediating DS Cell Activity

(A) Direct synaptic pathways to the ON and OFF dendrites of a DS
cell with preferred direction left to right. ON and OFF dendrites
receive both glutamatergic (black) and cholinergic (blue) excitation
as well as GABAergic (red) inhibition. The OFF (but not ON) system
receives cholinergic excitation for stimulation over the dendrites.
All other cholinergic pathways, indicated by dashed blue lines, are
revealed in the presence of GABAA blockers, but are normally
silent.
(B) Suppressive signals shaping the direct inputs to the DS cell.
Suppressive pathways are shown as unfilled T-shaped icons. Both
excitatory inputs (cholinergic and glutamatergic) to the DS cell are
suppressed by activity on the null side of the DS cell, by GABA
acting through GABAA receptors. The inhibitory inputs are spatially
asymmetric, coming from the null side, and are suppressed by ac-
tivity on the preferred side. One possible implementation of sup-
pression of inhibition in the ON system is shown in Figure 5B.
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were only revealed in the presence of GABAA receptor B
bantagonists (see Figure 6).
o
dSummary of Suppressive Pathways
tthat Shape the Synaptic Inputs

The results shown in Figures 2 and 3 provide an expla-
nation for the directionality of the input currents to the C

bDS cell (Figure 1). They suggest that preferred-direction
movement elicits greater direct excitatory input to the O

aDS cell because the excitatory input is suppressed dur-
ing null-direction movement, and that null-direction s

smovement elicits greater direct inhibitory input because
inhibitory input is suppressed during preferred-direc- s

ction movement.
We observed the suppression of the input currents O

tfor both ON and OFF responses (Figures 2 and 3). Be-
cause the ON and OFF dendritic arbors of DS cells are s

sdistinct, it is possible that four independent neural cir-
cuits in the inner retina mediate these suppressive sig- s

cnals. Preferred-direction movement would recruit two
distinct amacrine cell populations—one population to

bsuppress the release from neurons that deliver inhibi-
tory input to the ON arbor of DS cells, the other popu- s

Olation to suppress inhibitory input to the OFF arbor.
Similarly, for null-direction movement, two different d

ipopulations of amacrine cells would suppress the ex-
citatory input to the ON and OFF arbors. Therefore, di- p

irectional selectivity of the excitatory and inhibitory in-
puts arises, at least in part, from the activity of four b

cdifferent and specific retinal synaptic circuits.
Figure 8B summarizes these suppressive pathways t

tthat act presynapticly to the DS dendrites to shape the
inputs. The excitatory inputs for both the ON and OFF 1

fsystems are suppressed by activity initiated on the null
side (see Figures 2E, 3D, and 4B, open T-shaped arrows c

sin Figure 8B). Excitatory input currents become nondi-
rectional in SR-95531 (see Figure 6B), suggesting that
the null-direction suppressions are mediated by GABA. D
The simplest arrangement would be GABA acting at B
GABAA receptors on the bipolar cell terminal. The inhib- A
itory inputs are suppressed by activity from the pre- b
ferred side (see Figures 2C and 3B), but the synaptic i
pathways might be different in the ON and OFF sys- t
tems (see Figure 5): suppression of the inhibitory ON w
responses, but not OFF responses, might include a o
cholinergic synapse, probably part of a series of syn- l
apses culminating with an inhibitory synapse (see Fig- s
ure 5B). d

c
OSpatially Offset Inhibition Is Implemented at Three

Levels of Processing p
6Our findings reveal a general organizational principle

underlying the directionally selective circuitry. Re- d
isponses are shaped by spatially offset inhibitory sig-

nals at three hierarchical levels of processing—two pre- a
csynaptic to the DS cell (where the inhibitory signals

shape the excitatory and inhibitory input currents to the d
pDS cell) and one at the dendrites of the DS cell itself.

Our results do not preclude the possibility that the in- t
(hibitory (or excitatory cholinergic) input mediated by

starburst cells is further shaped by intrinsic properties
rof the starburst cell as suggested earlier in theoretical

studies (Borg-Graham and Grzywacz, 1992; Miller and e
loomfield, 1983; Tukker et al., 2004; Vaney, 1990) and
y two-photon calcium measurements in the presence
f GABAA blockers (Euler et al., 2002). Such intrinsic
irectional properties could complement and enhance
he network interactions revealed by our study.

urare Reduces Excitation for the OFF System,
ut Increases Inhibition for the ON System
ur pharmacological experiments allow us to re-evalu-
te an earlier finding of Kittila and Massey (1997). They
howed that, in the presence of curare, ON and OFF
piking responses were each reduced by about half,
uggesting that about half the excitatory input to DS
ells is mediated by acetylcholine in both the ON and
FF systems. Consistent with their findings, we found

hat curare reduced the excitatory inputs for the OFF
ystem, but surprisingly, the excitatory inputs to the ON
ystem were hardly affected by curare (Figure 4A). In-
tead, we found that the inhibitory input currents in-
reased in the ON system (Figure 5).
The reduction in preferred-direction spiking in curare

y about one-half (Kittila and Massey, 1997) therefore
eems to be mediated by different mechanisms in the
N and OFF systems: in the OFF system, curare re-
uces the excitatory input (Figure 4A), while its effect

n the ON system is an increase in inhibition (Figure 5),
resumably by blocking a cholinergic suppression of

nhibition. This increase in inhibition might be responsi-
le for the reduction of ON spiking, although the in-
rease in inhibition seems to occur relatively late in the
ime course of the moving bar (Figure 5) compared to
he normal time period in which spiking occurs (Figure
). Nevertheless, it appears that the retina uses dif-
erent pharmacology, and presumably different cir-
uitry, in the ON and OFF systems to obtain similar re-
ults.

irect Cholinergic Input to DS Cells Is Sparse
ecause It Is Blocked by GABA
ll cholinergic input to DS cells likely arises from star-
urst amacrine cells, the only known cholinergic cells

n the retina. We found that this direct cholinergic input
o DS cells is surprisingly sparse. In control conditions,
e measured this direct cholinergic excitatory input
nly at the OFF arbors of DS cells and only if the stimu-

us was located within its dendritic field (Figure 4A,
olid blue arrows in Figure 8A). However, we found ad-
itional pathways for excitatory cholinergic input to DS
ells from outside its dendritic field for both the ON and
FF systems (dashed blue arrows in Figure 8A). These
athways are normally held inactive by GABA (Figure
). It is curious that stimulation lateral to the DS den-
ritic field normally does not generate excitatory input

n a DS cell, even though such a stimulus presumably
ctivates some of the same starburst cells that supply
holinergic OFF excitation during stimulation inside the
endritic field. It is possible that all “silent” cholinergic
athways may be activated by more complex stimuli
han the stationary flashes and moving bars used here
Chiao and Masland, 2003; Grzywacz et al., 1998).

GABAA receptors are found at many locations in the
abbit retina, and therefore it is difficult to attribute the
xpansion of the spatial profile in SR-95531 (Figure 6)
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to a single neuron or synaptic connection. The addition
of curare, however, makes these results unambiguous:
the excitatory spatial profile returns to control condi-
tions in the presence of cholinergic receptor antag-
onists, indicating that the expansion is mediated by
cholinergic activity from starburst cells. From our ex-
periments, we cannot infer the circuitry or mechanism
by which GABA gates the cholinergic excitatory input
to DS cells, although GABA appears to act directly at
the release sites for acetylcholine in the starburst
amacrine cells (Figure 7).

Acetylcholine Shapes the Inhibitory Synaptic Inputs
Surprisingly, acetylcholine, normally an excitatory neu-
rotransmitter, plays a role in shaping the inhibitory syn-
aptic inputs to DS cells. In the presence of curare, the
peak inhibitory inputs to DS cells became similar for
preferred and null movement (Figure 5A), both in the
ON and OFF systems. In the ON system, the response
to preferred-direction movement increased in the pres-
ence of curare, suggesting that acetylcholine normally
acts to reduce ON inhibition. One possible pathway to
suppress inhibition in the ON system includes a cholin-
ergic neuron, at least one amacrine cell to convert the
excitatory cholinergic signal into an inhibitory signal,
and the amacrine cell(s) that supply the direct inhibitory
input to the DS cell (Figure 5B). In the OFF system, cu-
rare reduced the peak amplitude of inhibitory currents
for both preferred and null movement. This suggests
that acetylcholine supplies part of the excitatory input
to the neurons that inhibit the DS cell OFF arbor (not
shown in our diagram in Figure 8). The reduction of the
inhibitory input was stronger for null movement, which
led to the loss of directional selectivity of the inhibitory
inputs in curare (Figure 5A). It is therefore possible that
the cholinergic input to the inhibitory interneurons is
stronger during null movement.

Bipolar Cell Terminals May Act Independently
of the Soma
Our results indicate that the glutamate excitatory input
to each DS cell, probably driven by bipolar cells, has
directional properties (Figure 4). However, anatomical
studies suggest that there are not enough bipolar cells
to have dedicated bipolar cell populations for each of
the directional orientations of DS cells. (Brown and
Masland, 1999; Famiglietti, 2002). One possibility is that
release from individual bipolar cell terminals is made
directional by suppression, to subserve DS cells of dif-
ferent orientations, but that each bipolar cell as a whole
remains nondirectional.

Synaptic Terminals of Starburst Cells May Act
Independently of the Soma
Antagonists of GABAA receptors are known to dramati-
cally increase the release of acetylcholine (Massey et
al., 1997), likely from starburst cells. Yet, in our mea-
surements, GABA antagonists hardly elicited any elec-
trical signature at the starburst cell soma (Figure 7). Be-
cause the release sites in starburst cells are at the
distal tips of the starburst processes (Famiglietti, 1991),
our inability to measure a signal may be an indication
that electrical activity in each process is effectively iso-
lated from the soma. This interpretation is supported
by a recent report by Ozaita et al. (2004) who showed
the presence of strongly rectifying potassium channels
(Kv3 channels) at the cell body and proximal dendrites
of starburst cells. These channels could suppress sig-
nal transmission from the dendritic tips to the soma of
starburst cells. As a result, local GABAergic input could
suppress activity in one starburst process without af-
fecting activity in other processes of the same cell.

The localized effect of GABA raises the possibility of
an additional antagonistic mechanism underlying direc-
tional selectivity: since starburst processes receive
GABAergic input, and also release GABA, neighboring
starburst cells might be mutually inhibitory. This addi-
tional form of GABAergic lateral interaction could en-
hance the directional selectivity of these processes.

Experimental Procedures

Electrophysiology
We recorded from 39 “ON-OFF” DS ganglion cells and 14 “ON”
starburst amacrine cells in light-adapted whole-mount retinas of
2.5 kg New Zealand white rabbits using EPC-7 amplifiers (Heka).
All experimental procedures were reviewed and approved by our
institutional animal care and use committee. The retina was contin-
uously superfused at 7–10 ml min−1 with Ames solution (Sigma; pH
7.4, 36°C), equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 and containing
kanamycin sulfate (50 mg/l) to prevent growth of bacteria. Where
specified, 50 �M curare (tubocurarine chloride, Sigma) and/or 5
�M SR-95531 (Sigma) were added to the superfusate. Spiking was
recorded with a loose cell-attached electrode (5–6 M�), filled with
Ames solution. For DS cell recordings, whole-cell electrodes (6–7
M�) were filled with 112.5 mM CsMeSO4, 1 mM Mg SO4, 7.8 × 10−3

mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM BAPTA, 10 mM HEPES, 4 mM ATP-Na2, 0.5 mM
GTP-Na3, 5 mM lidocaine N-ethyl bromide (QX314-Br), and 7.5 mM
neurobiotin chloride (pH 7.2). To record input currents of starburst
cells, we used 1.5 mM EGTA instead of BAPTA, and the concentra-
tions for CaCl2 and neurobiotin chloride were 0.5 and 6.7 mM,
respectively. We recorded the voltage responses of starburst cells
with a potassium-based solution, containing 112.5 mM K Gluco-
nate, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2, 1.5 mM EGTA, 10 mM
HEPES, 4 mM ATP-Na2, 0.5 mM GTP-Na3, and 7.75 mM neurobiotin
chloride (pH 7.2). We added Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes) to the
recording pipettes to obtain the morphology of recorded cells after
the experiments were completed. We measured input currents as
described (Fried et al., 2002) by voltage clamping the DS and star-
burst cells at the reversal potential for chloride channels (−60 mV)
or ligand-gated nonspecific cation channels (0 mV) to measure ex-
citatory or inhibitory synaptic currents, respectively. This method
of estimating the excitatory and inhibitory inputs yields the same
qualitative results as conductance analysis of serial current-voltage
relations (Taylor and Vaney, 2002). The stimulus presentation and
data acquisition software (Presentinator) was written by E. Eizen-
man and G. Spor. Data were analyzed in Mathematica (Wolfram
Research) or Matlab (MathWorks).

Light Stimuli
Light stimuli were projected onto the retina through the condenser
of the microscope and focused on the photoreceptors. Moving
bars (white on a gray background) were moved across the recep-
tive field of DS cells at speeds of 300, 600, or 1200 �m s−1 first in
the preferred, then in the null direction. The bars were 300 �m wide
and adjusted in length so that the trailing edge of the bar crossed
the cell 3 s after the leading edge. The starting position of the bar
was adjusted so that its leading edge crossed the soma of the DS
cell 1.5 s after the start of movement. For the simulated-movement
experiments shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4B, we flashed 100 × 300
�m white or black bars at positions along the preferred null axis of
the cell (long axis of the bars perpendicular to preferred null axis).
We either presented the bars individually or we presented a pair of
bars in sequence, with one bar following 167 ms after the onset of
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the other bar, to simulate movement in either the preferred or null r
vdirection. Mapping of receptive fields (Figure 6A) was done with

100 × 300 �m bars, flashed every 12 s, with center-to-center spac- t
ding of 56 �m. Starburst cells were stimulated by flashing white or

black squares (600 × 600 �m) on a gray background.

AAnalysis of Simulated Movement Experiments
To analyze the simulated-movement experiments (Figures 2 and 3),

Wwe measured the peak amplitude of the synaptic currents elicited
wby simulated movement (when the two bars were presented in se-
mquence) and the peak magnitude of the linear sum of the current
btraces elicited by the bars when presented individually (summed
twith 167 ms timing offset).
oThe paradigm of the experiments shown in Figure 2 was consis-

tent (bars centered in the receptive fields, 100 �m center-to-center
separation between bars); the results were therefore comparable R
between cells using a one-sample t test. The null hypothesis was R
that simulated movement caused the same peak magnitude as the A
linear sum of the individual traces. p values <0.05 were considered P
to represent statistically significant differences between simulated
movement and the linear prediction.

RThe experiments shown in Figure 3 (first bar completely outside
the receptive field) are harder to compare across cells because the

Astimulus conditions varied from cell to cell. In these experiments,
owe located the edge of the receptive field by determining the posi-
Btion at which a stimulus bar elicited no response (position of the
Afirst bar). If the second bar was placed adjacent to the first bar (100
r�m center-to-center separation, which places the second bar just
ginside the boundary of the receptive field), it typically elicited only

a small signal. This made it difficult to determine a reduction in A
response during simulated movement. When the second bar was t
placed further inside the receptive field, it elicited a larger re- 1
sponse, but the suppressive effect decreased for increasing dis- B
tances. For each cell, we therefore had to find a compromise be- s
tween a strong response to the second bar and measurable C
suppression by the first bar. Consequently, the spatial separation

Bvaried between cells, making a quantitative analysis of the amount
oof suppression across cells less meaningful. Instead, we report the
4number of cells that showed suppressive effects (criterion: at least
B15% reduction of the currents during simulated movement for at
sleast one of the tested distances).

B
iDirectional Index and Statistics
rWe calculated the directional index (DI) according to the equation

(P − N)/(P + N), with P and N being the peak responses for preferr- B
ed- and null-direction movement, respectively, relative to a baseline r
which was determined as the average current measured during 1 s s
proceeding stimulus onset. This yields numbers between −1 and J
+1. Positive values indicate that the response is stronger for pre- 3
ferred-direction movement; negative values indicate stronger null- B
direction responses. Values close to 0 are nondirectional. Differ- g
ences between DIs for different pharmacological conditions were y
tested for statistical significance with the paired t test. The null A
hypothesis was that the DI value calculated under drug conditions

Bwas the same as the DI value calculated under control conditions,
tso that p values <0.05 were considered to represent statistically
bsignificant differences, and large p values close to 1 represented
Cno significant difference of the DI under drug conditions compared
tto control conditions. We report pooled data for leading and trailing
tedge responses, but the individual responses show the same sig-
2nificance level in all cases.

All throughout the paper, we measure the magnitude of the syn- C
aptic input currents by measuring the peak of the current traces. a
Measuring the area under the current trace (instead of the peak) c
would lead to the same results and conclusions (not shown). C

t
Fluorescence Imaging and Space-Time Alignment

E
Cell morphology was obtained by fluorescently imaging the den-

N
drites after electrophysiology had been completed as described

Epreviously (Fried et al., 2002). We determined the extent of the den-
cdritic field along the preferred null axis for both ON and OFF den-
4drites. Since the position of the moving bar was known at all points

in time, we could correlate the physiological recordings with the F
elative position of the stimulus bar and the cell dendrites. The gray
ertical bars in Figures 1, 4A, 5A, and 6B indicate the time when
he edges of the bar were over the dendrites of the cell (ON den-
rites for the leading edge, OFF dendrites for the trailing edge).
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